Leg vein hemodynamics during bedrests simulating lunar trip.
When contemplating future trips to the Moon whose gravity is one sixth of Earth gravity, the question is to know what the adaptive changes in the lower limb venous system would be. In fact, one can suppose that the presence of a partial gravity on the Moon would be able to attenuate venous hemodynamics adaptative changes observed in microgravity. In the present experiment changes in the venous hemodynamics of lower limbs have been studied with mercury strain gauge plethysmography during a simulated Moon mission including a 4 day trip to the Moon (-6 degrees bedrest), a stay of 6 days on the Moon (+11 degrees bedrest), and a 4-day trip back to Earth (-6 degrees bedrest). It was previously demonstrated that +11 degrees bedrest was a good model to simulate the effects of lunar gravity on the cardiovascular system (Vernikos-Danellis J 1986, personnal communication).